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Abstract: 

 Novel Collusion-Resistant Technique is used to simplifying the public key and certificate management in cloud computing. This 

scheme attempts Identity Based Encryption over a Public key. Outdated PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) methods were using the 

revocation but this method introducing Identity Revocation which gives more security to system. These structures get rid of 

introducing key producing procedure during key generation, key-update process at cloud service provider. System introduces private 

key for individual user, which uses AND gate mapping between identity of user and time entity. This method is very efficient and 

high performance. The drawback of this method is to issuing private key at user withdrawal.  

 

Index Terms: Private Key, Public Key, Cloud Computing, Revocation, Outsourced, IBE.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Novel Collusion-Resistant is Technique used in cloud computing 

which uses Identity based encryption. In IBE user identities are 

used as public key as an input like unique na me, Phone number, 

 Address, Email id etc. Then sender encrypts message with user’s 

unique identity. Any random string can be used as public key. 

Each user gets its private key from the Private Key                        

Generator (PKG) for decrypting the received encrypted message. 

This system introduces revocation that means if any user’s key is 

compromised then they it can revoke from PKG. As far as, 

studied in traditional PKI that user always changes their keys 

periodically and senders use the receiver’s identities are 

concatenate with current time. But these schemes lead to 

overhead at PKG. And also the users who have not revoked their 

keys they have to prove their identities and get updated private 

keys from PKG. So, it was necessary that PKG should be online 

and it should be connected to server with secure channel which 

will become blockage at PKG. This scheme uses unsure IBE 

primitive and it  utilizes a binary tree data structure which stores 

user identity at leaf nodes. So it reduces the efficiency of PKG 

form linear to height of tree.  

 

Problems that occurs due the binary tree are  

 

1) Complexity increases as the number of user in the system  

Because the PKG generates private key form the identity of leaf 

node to root node.  

 

2) The size of private key increase as the number of the user 

increases in the system 

 

3) Large number of nodes of binary tree increases then 

bottleneck problem also increases in the system. This scheme 

also introduces outsourced revocation and also gives security 

description of outsourced revocable IBE for the knowledge 

purpose. This proposes a scheme that unloads all the key 

producing methods like key issuing, key update which leaves 

few number of operation for PKG. This system employs the 

private key for each individual user which uses AND gate for 

mapping time and identity component.  

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

1. Identity based cryptography: 

 

The system provides cryptography for unprepared user since 

messages may be encrypted for users before they interact with 

any system components. 

 

Advantages:- 

- No preparation is required on the part of recipient to receive an 

encrypted message. 

 

- No need of managing a public key infrastructure, including  

CRL management. 

 

Disadvantage: 

- Identity based cryptography does not have key revocation. If 

any user’s private key is compromised it can be generated again. 

 

- Identity based cryptography requires high level of assurance in 

PKG 

 

Conclusion:-  

 

IBC provides number of advantage over PKI, it increases user 

friendly environment. IBC provide better compromised between 

safety and complication than earlier system.  

 

2. Fast Digital Identi ty revocation:- 

 

In this system reduce the CA to directory communicat ion and 

also maintain the tiny user to vendor communication 
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Revocations are of two types: 

 

Certificate Authority (CA): 

 

Advantage:- 

-CA checks the status of all public key those who are not expired  

and sends query to centralized database, then CA shares public 

with users. 

 

Disadvantage:- 

-CA must be accessed verification process online and answer 

should be authorized. 

 

 Certificate Revocation List (CRL):- 

 

Advantage:- 

 -CRL maintains list of revoked keys only and the list of all keys. 

 

Disadvantage:- 

-The keys which are still valid also includes in CRL list. 

 

 3. Identity-based encryption from the wail-pairing  

 

This scheme was first secure and practical identity-base 

encryption (IBE) scheme was proposed by Boneh and Franklin  

[11] based on pairing. Authors were proposed full functional 

identity based encryption scheme. This scheme had chosen 

cipher text security in random oracle model using elliptic curve 

variant of the computational Diff-Hellman problem.  

 
- Advantages   

 This was a Very basic encrypting scheme. 2. Th is scheme was a 

first practical identity based encrypting scheme.  

 

Disadvantage  

 This scheme was provides only encryption. 

 

4. Identity-based Proxy Re-encryption  

 

This scheme was proposed by Anca Ivan, Yevgeniy Dodis  [12], 

in this work authors revisited and formally study the notion of 

proxy cryptography. Intuitively, various proxy functions allow 

two cooperating parties F and P to duplicate the functionality 

available to the third party U, without being able to perform this 

functionality on their own The concept was closely related to the 

notion of threshold cryptography, except they deal with only two 

parties P and F, and place very strict restrictions on the way the 

operations are performed (which is done for the sake of 

efficiency, usability and scalability).  

 

 Advantages  

 -This scheme was a first identity based encryption scheme.  

- It was unidirectional and bidirectional IBPE scheme.  

 

 Disadvantage  

- This scheme was not secure against the collusion attack. 

 

 5. Identity-Based Secure Distributed Data Storage Schemes  

 

This scheme was proposed by Jinguang Han, Willy Susilo, and 

Yi Mu [16], in which they pointed out the previous schemes are 

intra domain and they presented first inter-intra domain proxy  

cryptosystem based on identity based encryption, which is the 

first cloud based system. In this system, a user’s identity can be 

an arbitrary string and two parties can communicate with each 

other without checking the public key certificates. 

 

Advantage  

-The file owner generates the re-encryption key independently 

without interaction with PKG after authentication of user.  

-This scheme is collusion safe, collusion attack in not possible in 

this system.  

- For one query user could get only one file; user can download 

one file  for one request.  

 

 Disadvantage  

-In this scheme, for provid ing better security to the system, the 

data owner must have to be online for all the time to check the 

authenticated user and generate access permission for them.  

 

6. Certificate Revocation using Fine Grained Certificate 

Space Partitioning  

 

 Advantage:  

-More efficient Method  

 

Disadvantage:   

-Not suitable In case of a distributed query answering system.  

 

Conclusion: 

The result displays that right balance between CA to directory 

communicat ion costs and query costs by carefully selecting the 

number of partitions.  

 

III. OUTCOME OF LITERATURE S URVEY 

A. Problem statement 

 

Identity-based Encryption (IBE) is proposed to simplify  key  

management in cert ificate-based public key infrastructure  

(PKI) by using human intelligent identities (eg.email address) as 

a public key  

 

B. Objective and scope  

 

i. Achieve constant efficiency for both computation 

at PKG and private key size at user  

ii. User need not to contact with PKG during key 

update 

iii. No secure channel is required during key update 

between user and KU-CSP. 

iv. Leaving only constant number of operation for 

PKG and user to perform locally 

 

IV. PROPOS ED SYS TEM 

 

The systems introduce outsourcing computation into IBE 

revocation, and formalize the security definition of outsourced 

revocable IBE for the first time to the best of our knowledge. 

The system  propose a scheme to offload all the key generation 

related operations during key-issuing and key update, leaving 

only a constant number of simple operations for PKG and 

elig ible users to perform locally.  In this scheme, as with the 
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suggestion, realize revocation through updating the private keys 

of the unrevoked users. But unlike that work which triv ially  

concatenates time period with identity for key generation/update 

and requires to re-issue the whole private key for unrevoked 

users, The propose a novel collusion-resistant key issuing 

technique:  employ a hybrid p rivate key for each user, in which  

an AND gate is involved to in which an AND gate is involved to 

connect and bound In which an AND gate is involved to connect 

and bound two sub-components, namely the identity component 

and the time component.  At first, user is able to obtain the 

identity component and a default time component (i.e., for 

current time period) from PKG as his/her private key in key-

issuing. Afterwards, in order to maintain decrypt ability, 

unrevoked users’ needs to periodically request on key update for 

time component to a newly introduced entity named Key Update 

Cloud Service Provide (KU-CSP). In this proposed system user 

registration is done as well as login with valid informat ion after 

login user get the keys from the key service providers based on 

their identity .Then user encrypt the file using the same key and 

upload it at cloud server. When the user get removed from the 

organization then the revocation  takes place and key get updated 

to provide security .when time span is finish automatically the 

data is deleted. 

 

PKG: - PKG is responsible for calcu lating each user’s private 

key. It uses identity of user and master key as an input. User 

sends request for private key to PKG, to receive private key.  

  

KU-CSP:-Key  update cloud service provider is used as public 

cloud service provider for users which used as standard between 

user and PKG. This provides some stander facilit ies to users with 

PKG it act as third party to deliver some basic facilities. It  

reduces re-computation at KG 

 

 
   Figure .1.1. Architectural view of proposed system. 

 

PKG: - PKG is responsible for calcu lating each user’s private 

key. It uses identity of user and master key as an input. User 

sends request for private key to PKG, to receive private key.  

  

KU-CSP:-Key  update cloud service provider is used as public 

cloud service provider for users which used as standard between 

user and PKG. This provides some stander facilit ies to users with 

PKG it act as third party to deliver some basic facilities. It  

reduces re-computation at PKG 

 

Following algorithms are used in the IBE system: 

  

Keygen:- This algorithm is run by PKG it takes input as a 

security parameters like master key,user identity, time list and 

revocation list and gibes the output as a public key  

 

Encrypt :-this algorithm is run by client which take input as 

receiver identity and message that is to be encrypted and it gives 

the output as a cipher text 

 

Decrypt:- this algorithm run by receiver it takes input as a cipher 

text and gives the output as original message 

 

Revoke:- this algorithm is run by PKG it  takes input as a 

revocation list , time list and identity and it gives the output as a 

new timw list and new revocation list 

 

Keyupdate :- this algorithm run by the KU-CSP it takes input as 

a revocation list, identity, time list and gives the output as a 

updated key. 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

The focus on the basic issue like identity revocation .the system 

use outsourcing calculations into IBE and propose a revocable 

plan in which operation are assigned to CSP with the use of KU-

CSP the proposed plan is full-highlighted 1) it achieve consistent 

productivity for both calculation at PKG and private key size at  

client 2) user need not to ne contact with PKG during key  

resizing 3) no secure channel is required during key update 

between user and KU-CSP. Finally system gives the results that 

demonstrate efficiency of proposed construction.  
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